
Experiences

www.modegroup.co

Mode Group 2020-2021

Mode Group is a software company that focuses on designing web applications and 
websites for businesses. I was responsible for developing a website for the company as a 
full stack web developer. I used NodeJS for the backend API's and ReactJS for the front-
end design. This project was done under tight deadlines, so I had to use my software 
development skills to craft the website quickly and efficiently. I was able to complete the 
project on time and with great results. Mode Group had a very unique projects website 
when I was finished with it. It had a modern look and was very user-friendly, with the 
functionalities needing to be added to suit the needs of the customer. I am very proud of 
this project and it shows the proficiency and skill that I possess as a full stack web 
developer.

Full-Stack Web Developer

www.botolon.com

Botolon 2021-2023

Botolon is a project that I worked on as a full stack web developer, where I used Node.js 
for the backend API and React.js and Next.js for the front end. Botolon is a chatbot 
platform for Facebook and Instagram, similar to Chatfuel and ManyChat. This project 
required me to develop both the technical aspects of the product—such as interacting 
with the API and creating custom web pages—as well as the visual design, including 
converting prototypes into functional applications. I was able to gain valuable experience 
with modern development tools and techniques to help make the project a success.

Full-Stack Web Developer

www.botolon.com

Botolon 2021-2023

Botolon is a project that I worked on as a full stack web developer, where I used Node.js 
for the backend API and React.js and Next.js for the front end. Botolon is a chatbot 
platform for Facebook and Instagram, similar to Chatfuel and ManyChat. This project 
required me to develop both the technical aspects of the product—such as interacting 
with the API and creating custom web pages—as well as the visual design, including 
converting prototypes into functional applications. I was able to gain valuable experience 
with modern development tools and techniques to help make the project a success.

Full-Stack Web Developer

www.khi.krd

KHI Website 2023-2024

KHI is a dynamic and modern web application developed using cutting-edge technologies 
such as React.js, Next.js, and Tailwind CSS. The platform is designed to provide a 
seamless and user-friendly experience, catering to diverse user needs.

Front-End Developer

Drug Interaction 2022-2023

I developed and managed a specialized website designed exclusively for healthcare 
professionals, specifically doctors, to assist them in identifying potential drug 
interactions. This innovative system served as a reliable resource to help doctors make 
informed decisions when prescribing medications to their patients.

Full-Stack Web Developer

Education UOS - College of Commerce - IT

Bachelor Degree

2018-2022

Kosar Luqman
Full Stack Web Developer

kosarluqman@gmail.com

www.kosar.dev

+964 770 047 7620

github.com/kosar-luqman

Sulaymaniyah, Iraq

Skills

React.js React Native Next.js Node.js

Express GraphQLREST API MongoDB MySQL

PostgreSQL UI/UX Figma Adobe XD

HTML CSS SassTailwind CSS Material UI JavaScript

Firebase

TypeScript
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